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What makes 
France an open 
data exemplar?

Cities across the country are using data  
to create economic and social value  

for businesses and citizens
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France’s open data strategy paves the 
way for better services and lower costs

In this issue of CW Europe, we lead off with a look at the open data success story in France. Making more data available promises 
organisations, particularly data-rich public sector bodies, the opportunity to improve their services and cut costs – and France is 
doing just that.

Read how, following the appointment of its first chief data officer (CDO), France has made good progress in using open data. It now 
occupies the number four spot in the Open Data Barometer, which is com-
piled by the World Wide Web Foundation. France has also become a promi-
nent member of the Open Government Partnership.

Through its data.gouv.fr open data programme, the French government 
has created both economic and social benefits for the nation. These include 
reducing transaction costs because data is available for re-use, with citizens 
and enterprises not being required to mine the data themselves. 

The strategy has also stimulated innovation and created an ecosystem of 
collaboration that will lead to better services for citizens and businesses.

The French CDO’s office has reported real-world benefits from its open 
data strategy, such as reducing government energy spending by making pre-
dictions about its energy needs and price changes, as well as using open 
data to identify companies that are hiring staff and passing that information to the French unemployment office.

Also read in this issue how Romanian companies are filling vacancies for programmers by training staff in-house. According to a sur-
vey from Romanian technology recruiter Brainspotting, software developers are the country’s most sought-after professionals.

We also analyse the impact that the terror attacks in Belgium will have on cyber security in that country. n

Karl Flinders, editor
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France takes lead in global open data race
France’s first chief data officer says the country’s commitment to an open data strategy has seen it  
create five different types of economic and social value for the nation. Pat Brans reports on its progress

France’s first chief data officer (CDO), Henri Verdier, recently 
submitted his first annual report to the French prime minis-
ter detailing the state of open data in the country, as well as 

the considerable progress made since the CDO post was created 
in September 2014.

The mere act of appointing a CDO was one of the main reasons 
France leapt to the number four spot in the Open Data Barometer 
published by Tim Berners Lee’s World Wide Web Foundation.

The country is now also a prominent member of another world-
wide organisation, the Open Government Partnership, which is 
described on its website as a “multilateral initiative that aims 
to secure concrete commitments from governments to promote 
transparency, empower citizens, fight corruption and harness 
new technologies to strengthen governance”. 

Open data creates economic and social value
But even before Verdier became CDO, France was already work-
ing hard to become a more digitally powerful government, with 
the portal data.gouv.fr launched in 2011 and more than 21,000 
datasets now available on the site.

Although this is only a small fraction of the 10 million govern-
ment datasets Gartner estimates to be currently available world-
wide, Verdier claims that through data.gouv.fr, the French govern-
ment has created economic and social value in these five ways:
n Reducing transaction costs: Because data is available for 
re-use, citizens and enterprises do not have to spend time and 
money producing or gathering the data themselves.
n Stimulating innovation: The French government has helped 
startups by providing some of the data that entrepreneurs need 
to create new products and services. One example is the com-
pany Snips, which applies cutting-edge data science techniques 
to open data to provide a tourism app for customers.
n Ensuring equal access: France has created a more competitive 
economy by providing the same amount and quality of informa-
tion to all organisations, big and small.
n Creating feedback loops: Consumers of open data feed up-to-
the-minute data back into the system. For example, traffic apps 
make recommendations on optimal routes to drivers by access-
ing the latest data. These same apps update the datasets based 
on what they observe about current traffic patterns.

OPEN DATA
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n Creating an ecosystem of collaboration: Consumers of open 
data also contribute to data quality by making corrections and 
improvements to the datasets they use. 

One of the responsibilities of the French CDO is to conduct 
experiments to find new ways of creating value through open 
data. Many of the experiments carried out so far have involved 
using data science techniques to make predictions.

In his recent report, Verdier listed three tangible results of the 
actions he and his team took during their first year in the job. The 
first was to reduce government energy spending by making pre-
dictions about energy needs and price changes.

The second action was to predict when and where cars would 
be stolen, so that police officers could be deployed to relevant 
neighbourhoods accordingly.

The third action was to make predictions about which com-
panies would be hiring staff and to pass that information to the 
French unemployment office.

Although France is notoriously centralised in both government 
and business, its progress in open data is not just coming from 
the top. On a local level, many French cities are enthusiastically 
reaching out to citizens and local enterprises by making the data 
they need readily available. 
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Laurence Comparat, deputy mayor in charge of the open data 
initiative for Grenoble, said: “In Grenoble, we take a bottom-up 
approach. First, we try to find out what data will be of interest by 
simply paying attention to what local organisations are asking for. 
A lot of people are asking about financial data on government pro-
jects. We also get requests for maps, and for data on buses and 
tramways. Once we know what the local players want, we go out to 
the data sources, such as local corporations or research firms. We 
let the data producers and gatherers know there is demand for their 
data, and we encourage them to make the information available.” 

Streamlining data sharing
But an area that still needs attention is cataloguing the data that 
is already in the government’s hands. Verdier said that because 
no one knows exactly how much data the government has in its 
possession, not only is it losing a major opportunity to exploit 
what it has, but it is also duplicating work.

For example, said Verdier, because there was no climate of 
sharing in the past, three different government departments were 
doing the same work of geolocalising house addresses. 

Another example he cited was how ignorance of the available 
data hindered the progress of a French city that wanted to find 
out more about its citizens’ hobbies. A full year into the project, 
city officials discovered local libraries were already in posses-
sion of the information it needed. The city now uses data about 
which books are borrowed from libraries, and when, to discover 
the interests of its citizens, and even the times of year when a 
particular interest peaks. 

Verdier said he plans to focus on ways to stop these kinds of 
errors in accessing open data.

The rest of the world is also moving in the same direction. 
Gartner analysts estimate that open data will soon become stand-
ard practice for governments. In a recent report, Gartner said: “By 
2018, more than 30% of digital government projects will treat any 
data as open data.” 

So France seems to be on the right track, but how is Verdier’s 
work perceived by local governments in France?

Grenoble’s Comparat gives Verdier the thumbs-up. “The 
French government’s data policies used to be very top-down, 
but now they are much more open, and data is more acces-
sible,” she said. “The government now has a more coherent 
approach to open data. It used to be closed, but now it’s more 
transparent. Things are working much better now. There is  
more collaboration.” n

“The french governmenT’s  
daTa policies used To be very  
Top-down, buT now They are 

much more open”
Laurence comparat, deputy mayor, GrenobLe

OPEN DATA
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Romanian companies seek programmers
Organisations in Romania are training software developers internally after having problems recruiting  
people with the right skills and experience through the labour market. Krzysztof Polak reports

Companies in Romania need IT professionals with knowl-
edge of coding, but are having to train their own teams 
after struggling to find recruits.

There are just too few developers in Romania’s labour market 
to meet the needs of local enterprises. According to the 2016 
Talentspotting Survey from Romanian technology recruiter 
Brainspotting, the country’s most sought-after professionals are 
software developers (55%), followed by testers (9%) and devel-
opers of mobile applications for iOS/Android (4%). The survey 
showed the highest demand in programming skills is for Java, 
PHP, Net/C# and C/C++.

“Many companies in Romania want to hire skilled program-
mers, but cannot find them,” said Marcel Borodi, general director 
of Romanian IT integrator Brinel. “There is a growing tendency to 
abandon traditional ways of recruiting and try to acquire talented 
young people from universities and even from high schools.”

US software development company 3Pillar Global has had a 
presence in Romania since 2009. It currently employs 350 peo-
ple in two centres – Cluj Napoca (230 specialists) and Timisoara 
(120) – and plans to hire 100 more programmers this year.

“We are looking for engineers with at least three years’ expe-
rience in programming and software testing,” said Catalin Stef, 
vice-president of 3Pillar’s Romanian operation.

The firm needs specialists with software development skills 
for internet communication, with knowledge of Java, Python and 
Ruby on Rails. “Our developers in Romania work exclusively on 
requests from US and British customers,” said Stef. “They provide 
products for foreign markets and act as technical consultants.”

3Pillar is recruiting because of rising demand for software 
developed by Romanian engineers. Difficulties in finding qualified 
senior developers have led it to train internal staff to fill the gaps.

Developer training
In February this year, DB Global Technology, Deutsche Bank’s 
global technology centre in Bucharest, launched a Java school 
programme for specialist training in Java coding skills.

The Java school is designed for students in their final year of 
ICT studies, and for people with a bachelor’s or master’s degree 
in fields such as informatics or software engineering. The pro-
gramme, which runs from February to June, was launched under 

IT SKILLS
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the Bucharest Excellence School umbrella, DB Global Technology’s 
learning and development programme.

The 20 Java school participants are paid while they study and 
afterwards can get jobs in Deutsche Bank’s global technology 
centre in Bucharest. They can also attend specialised courses that 
combine theoretical elements with Java programming projects.

“By the end of the programme, we aim to expand DB Global 
Technology’s team with new colleagues who have positive results, 
passion, team spirit and creativity,” said Marian Popa, general 
director of DB Global Technology.

Deutsche Bank’s Bucharest technology centre has 300 staff and 
plans to add 200. It develops software for the bank’s global oper-
ations and is a platform for skilled software engineers.

Promising young talent
Later this year, Ixia, a US provider of application performance 
and security tools to validate and optimise networks, will run 
paid internships for Romanian students in programming, soft-
ware development and application security.

Trainees will work alongside experienced engineers to develop 
programming skills in languages such as Ruby, Python, PHP, Java 
and C/C++, as well as database management and application 
security. The top students will be offered jobs at Ixia Romania.

“Maintaining a relationship with the academic community and 
recruiting talented people from there is an important element of 
our business strategy,” said Theodore Ceausu, country manager 
at Ixia Romania. “Internships enable us to help talented people 
take their ideas to market and discover the entrepreneur within.”

Ixia Romania creates and develops applications for Cisco, 
Vodafone, Orange, Oracle, Ericsson and AT&T.

Luxoft, another global supplier of software services, plans to 
employ 100 more programmers at its Romanian centre. New 
recruits will expand its teams of specialists, who mainly create 
and develop infotainment systems for motor vehicles.

With its 1,400 staff, Luxoft Romania focuses on three main 
technology verticals: automotive, financial and telecoms. Its cus-
tomers include Alcatel-Lucent, Alstom, Avaya, Bosch, Dell, Ford, 
HP, Juniper, Kaspersky Lab, Microsoft, Oracle and Panasonic.

“Luxoft enables young candidates to work in niche areas, to 
take part in developing software products marketed directly from 
its own laboratories and be exposed to international projects,” 
said Bogdan Pelinescu, managing director at Luxoft Romania.

Softelligence, a Romanian provider of business software 
services, plans to increase its workforce by 50, including pro-
grammers in languages C++/CLI, C#, F#, J# and Delphi 8 on 
the .Net platform. The supplier works with companies such as 
Allianz, Aon, DB Schenker, ING Bank, Mercedes Benz Financial 
and Honeywell.

Mihaela Dinu, HR manager at Softelligence Romania, said 
the company’s strategy is to recruit people and train them 
itself rather than look for experienced candidates. “It is a very 
difficult task to find the specialists we need on the labour 
market,” he said.

“It is much easier to find [promising people] and train them. 
After months of education and practice, they gain the necessary 
skills and can join us as fully fledged programmers.” n
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Could payments technology make  
Sweden the first cashless country?
Cash is on the periphery of payments in Sweden – and some think it might disappear altogether, says Eeva Haaramo

In 1661, Sweden became the first European nation to issue bank 
notes – but today cash is rapidly disappearing from the coun-
try. Swedish buses have not accepted cash for years, retailers 

have the right to refuse cash payments and even homeless street 
vendors take cards, thanks to digital payment systems. But could 
Sweden become the first post-cash nation in the world?

“I think we could have a cash-free society in something like 10 
years from now, maybe even sooner,” said Niklas Arvidsson, asso-
ciate professor at Stockholm’s Royal Institute of Technology. 

Arvidsson produced a study in 2013 that forecast Sweden would 
become a cashless society by 2030. “The reduction in the use of 
cash and development of alternatives to cash has been faster in 
the past three years than I expected.”

The numbers speak for themselves. Circulation of the Swedish 
Krona has decreased rapidly in just six years, from over SEK106bn 
to less than SEK80bn (€8bn) in 2015. According to Sweden’s 
central bank, Sveriges Riksbank, cards have become the main 
form of payment and only about 20% of retail payments in 2014 
were made in cash, down from 39% in 2010. 

This remains far below the European retail market as a whole, 
where cash payments accounted for 71% of transactions last year.

“Another indicator of the declining use of cash is its value 
related to GDP, and that is somewhere around 2% in Sweden,” 
said Arvidsson. “The number is similar in other Scandinavian 
countries but, if we compare it to the EU, for instance, the average 
is somewhere around 7%.”

Swedish banks have been quick to endorse the cashless trend. 
Of the 1,600 commercial bank branches in the country, close to 
900 no longer offer cash-handling services, and some have dis-
pensed with cash services in their branches completely.

“The central bank or government have not tried to make the 
market abandon cash. It is a natural process, driven by the market 
trying to find cheaper and more efficient payments,” said Björn 
Segendorf, adviser at Riksbank’s financial infrastructure division.

But why are Swedes so eager to move away from cash? One fac-
tor is the country’s digital readiness. The proliferation of mobile 
phones and internet connections in Sweden is among the highest 
in the world, making it easy to adopt electronic payment systems.

DIGITAL PAYMENTS
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“There is a long tradition of digitised banking systems. Even in 
the early 1970s we started to get our wages and salaries paid into 
our bank accounts instead of cash. There have been big invest-
ments in IT infrastructure in banks,” said Arvidsson. “Consumers 
are also fairly receptive towards digital services, which makes it 
easy to test these services in Sweden.”

Mobile phone payments
Arvidsson points to the success of mobile payment application 
Swish as a major driver for the cash-free trend. The app – devel-
oped in collaboration between Danske Bank, Handelsbanken, 
Länsförsäkringar Bank, Nordea, SEB and Swedbank – uses mobile 
phone numbers for real-time, account-to-account payments.

It has gathered a strong following, with more than 3.8 million 
users (almost 40% of Sweden’s population) enrolling for the ser-
vice since its launch in late 2012. In November 2015 alone, Swish 
was used to make over nine million payments.

While Swish is not the only mobile payment method available, its 
real-time operation has made the service a convenient alternative 

DIGITAL PAYMENTS
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to cash and card payments. For example, If a user wants to buy a 
used sofa from a friend, they type in the amount and their mobile 
number and the payment is transferred from one bank account to 
another in a few seconds. In 2014, Swish was expanded to cover 
consumer-to-business payments, including retail.

“All digital payments systems are moving towards real-time pro-
cessing in different ways, and not only in Sweden,” said Arvidsson. 
“We see it in many countries, but the pace varies.”

This cash-free evolution has been rapid in other Nordic coun-
tries, which have similarly low numbers of cash payments. Finland 
leads globally in the number of non-cash transactions per inhabit-
ant, while Denmark has put forward a proposal to give selected 
retailers the right to refuse cash payments.

The good, the bad and the ugly
But is a cashless society an entirely positive thing? One person 
who does not think so is Jacob De Geer, co-founder and CEO of 
Swedish mobile payment startup iZettle.

Although iZettle has made it possible for many small businesses 
– including Stockholm’s street vendors – to adopt card payments 
by converting their handheld devices into payment terminals, De 
Geer believes cash still has a role to play in modern society.

“The most important thing for me is privacy. With a digital 
economy and electronic payments, your privacy is at enormous 
risk, nothing is secret any more,” De Geer told Computer Weekly. 
“I believe 90% or more of all transactions will be electronic in a 
couple of years’ time – but I hope, from the bottom of my heart, 
that there is always backup cash, even though I rarely use any.”

De Geer is not alone. Arvidsson noted that some people are 
worried all transactions will become traceable if cash disappears.

“Some see this as a danger for society; others see the transpar-
ency as valuable, because it makes it more difficult for organised 
criminals to get away with it,” he said.

Statistics from the Swedish Bankers’ Association show bank 
robberies in the country dropped to an all-time low of just five 
in 2012, compared with 51 some 10 years before. There is even 
a case from 2013 where a man had to leave empty-handed after 
trying to rob a cashless bank branch in central Stockholm.

On the flip side, electronic fraud has soared in Sweden. According 
to Swedish Justice Ministry data, electronic fraud has more than 
doubled in 10 years, reaching 140,000 cases in 2014. 

A further challenge is making electronic payments readily avail-
able to all members of a society. The elderly still favour cash and, 
although rare, not everybody has a bank account or the necessary 
technological skills to move away from cash. Even in tech-savvy 
Sweden, some rural areas can struggle with internet connectivity 
stable enough to rely solely on electronic payments.

But these are challenges which can be tackled with time. Both 
Arvidsson and Segendorf believe the role of cash in Sweden will 
continue its fast decline as digital innovations continue to trans-
form the payments market.

“My own guess is that if we talk about paper banknotes and 
metal coins, Sweden will become cashless in the long run. It might 
still be that the central bank will give out some form of electronic 
cash, but the kind of cash we are used to now will disappear,” 
Segendorf concluded. n

DIGITAL PAYMENTS
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Cloud lifts airline customers’ experience  
as Air France-KLM bolsters its bandwidth
Global CIO Jean-Christophe Lalanne tells Cliff Saran how he will meet customers’ expectations as numbers surge

Jean-Christophe Lalanne has long experience of IT in the air-
line industry. Before he managed the merger of KLM and Air 
France in 2004, he worked as a consultant at Atos and a sen-

ior partner at Ernst & Young.
With Air France in his consultancy portfolio, Lalanne eventually 

decided to cross over from consulting to customer-side and ini-
tially became deputy CIO of the airline.

In 2012, Lalanne took over from Edouard Odier as executive vice-
president for information systems at Air France and Air France-
KLM. As CIO, his current position, he serves on the airline’s group 
executive committee. “I am interested in business relations as far 
as technology goes,” he says.

According to Lalanne, business leaders in airline transport rec-
ognise IT as critical to their organisation’s success. “There is no 
hesitation and a real feeling that there is a need for IT capabilities 
around the world,” he says.

Passengers do not like to wait, and a slow network and poor IT 
are more visible to passengers. If an airline terminal takes too long 
to update, it will lead to a poor customer experience, he says.

INTERVIEW

Swift updates are key 
to delivering a good 

customer experience, 
says Lalanne

http://www.computerweekly.com/resources/European-IT
http://www.techtarget.com/contributor/Cliff-Saran
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450280228/CW500-How-to-make-digital-transformation-a-success
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“To win business today, the global network lacks sufficient 
bandwidth and is simply is not good enough,” says Lalanne. But 
the heads of business understand the importance of infrastruc-
ture to deliver customer service, he says. With the right network, 
airlines can be ready for the growth in passenger numbers.

Eight of the world’s 10 fastest-growing airline markets are in 
Africa. And by 2034, 1.3 billion passengers will touch down in 
China – up from 850 million at present – while India is set for an 
additional 260 million passengers.

“We have decided to revisit our wide area network [WAN],” 
says Lalanne. The company has decided to move off the Sita net-
work, which is widely used in the airline industry.

The provider is Tata Communications, which provides the net-
work for the Mercedes Formula 1 team and a low-latency network 
for financial institutes in the City of London, he says.

INTERVIEW

“people are exTremely concerned 
abouT decenTralising on The 

inTerneT. buT The cloud is 
progress and you can disTribuTe 
cerTain Things on The inTerneT”
Jean-christophe LaLanne, air france-kLm

The airline expects customer numbers to 
surge in Africa and China – and is doing all it 

can to prepare to meet their expectations A
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The multi-year contract will see Tata roll out a superfast intel-
ligent network that will power Air France-KLM’s mission-critical 
systems, including passenger check-in, flight operations and 
departure control applications, as well as corporate programmes 
in the Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific.

Decentralised IT
Air France-KLM – which carried 87.4 million passengers in 2014 
– is the first major European airline group to move away from 
Sita as its WAN. Airlines tend to run centralised IT, and Lalanne 
says the Tata WAN will connect its core backbone and Paris 
datacentres to locations around the world where it operates.

“The current network was relatively old-fashioned and band-
width too low,” he says. “We now have double, triple or even five 
times as much bandwidth, all for the same price.”

Whereas some organisations rely on secure internet con-
nectivity to link remote locations, airlines are heavily regulated 
and require a high level of security, says Lalanne. “All systems 
are physical and interface directly with other systems,” he says. 
“Security is obsessional.”

But the airline recognises that it needs to change, says Lalanne. 
“People are extremely concerned about decentralising on the 
internet. But the cloud is progress and you can distribute certain 
things on the internet.”

Lalanne says the WAN will be used only when absolutely nec-
essary to connect to the datacentre systems. Air France-KLM will 
also route some network traffic locally over the internet, although 
secure traffic will be managed by a central firewall in France.

Flying above the cloud
Air France-KLM has decided to focus on private cloud. “We 
want to know how to make a private cloud work,” says Lalanne. 
The airline’s private cloud enables it to practise DevOps, and it 
can provision an environment for developers in seconds, he says.

Air France-KLM is assessing cloud-native applications. Lalanne 
says that, given the cost of WAN communications, bandwidth-
heavy cloud applications would require the airline to invest in 
additional network links.

He says the airline does not want to host customer data in the 
cloud. Hosting such information in a public cloud involves phase 
commit or complex synchronisation to ensure the customer 
record is not corrupted part-way through a transaction.

Having begun in private cloud four years ago, Lalanne is confi-
dent Air France-KLM can provide a service internally that is com-
petitive with alternatives from commercial cloud providers.

“Since I don’t need to make a margin, I am convinced that, one 
day, the unit cost of our private cloud will be lower than what we 
can find on the market,” he says. n

“i am convinced ThaT, one day,  
The uniT cosT of our privaTe 

cloud will be lower Than whaT 
we can find on The markeT”

INTERVIEW

❯Norwegian Air Shuttle CIO Hans-Petter Aanby jumped ship to Scandinavian Airlines
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European Union data protection rules will require the 
appointment of 28,000 data protection officers (DPOs) 
in the next two years in Europe alone, a study has revealed.

Even though the final version of the EU General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires only public authorities 
and other entities engaged in profiling to appoint a DPO, the 
staffing impact will be substantial, according to a study by the 
International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP).

By the time the GDPR comes into force in early 2018, thousands 
of European firms outside Germany will have to hire, appoint or 
contract a data protection officer for the first time, but the IAPP 
study is the first to estimate the size of the challenge.

Article 37 of the GDPR requires controllers and processors of 
personal information to designate a data protection officer when 
the processing is carried out by a public authority or when “core 
activities” require “regular and systematic monitoring of data sub-
jects on a large scale” or consist of “processing on a large scale of 
special categories of data”.

Expert knowledge
The GDPR requires a DPO to be “designated on the basis of pro-
fessional qualities and, in particular, expert knowledge of data 
protection law and practices” and the ability to fulfil the tasks 
designated under Article 39.

Tasks involve regulatory compliance, training staff on proper 
data handling and co-ordinating with the supervisory authority, 
with an ability to understand and balance data processing risks.

GDPR will require 28,000 
data protection officers

The staffing impact of the General Data Protection Regulation  
will be huge, according to the International Association of  

Privacy Professionals. Warwick Ashford reports
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Even though a single DPO may represent a group 
of undertakings or multiple public authorities or 
bodies, the IAPP study shows staffing require-
ments are likely to present a big challenge.

The IAPP study used publicly available statistics 
from Eurostat to calculate the approximate num-
ber of large EU enterprises with more than 250 
employees that are likely to require DPOs. To be conservative in 
its estimates, the IAPP excluded all micro, small and medium-
sized companies, even though many of them will engage in the 
large-scale monitoring or processing of sensitive data.

Large-scale data
The study assumes that any company with at least 5,000 
employees would process and monitor human resource data on 
a “large scale” and would thus need a DPO for such processing.

According to employee data supplied by Eurostat, roughly 15% 
of all large enterprises had at least 5,000 employees.

The study also assumes that, due to the data-intensive nature 
of their operations, up to 50% of large companies would need 
a DPO in the transportation and 
storage, accommodation and food 
service, and professional, scientific 
and technical sectors.  

The study also assumed that 
100% of the large enterprises in 
“information and communication” 
would need a DPO. Based on these 

assumptions, the IAPP estimates that 11,790 non-
financial private sector enterprises in the EU will 
need a DPO under the GDPR. The study assumed 
that 100% of all financial institutions (7,226) and 
life insurance enterprises (535) would require a 
DPO, due to the nature of their business.

Lastly, the study assumed that many US com-
panies obliged to comply with the GDPR would also require a 
DPO; of those companies, the study assumed that those that 
self-certified under the now-defunct Safe Harbour agreement – 
some 4,500 – are likely not to have an EU subsidiary and so not 
likely to be counted already as an EU enterprise. 

The IAPP’s total estimate based on these assumptions is about 
24,000 private sector DPOs.

DPOs in the public sector
For public authorities, according to a 2010 report entitled Public 
Employment in EU Member States, there were about 19 million 
public administration employees in the EU. At an average of 
1,000 employees per agency – the average size of a “large” private 

enterprise in the EU – that amounts 
to 19,000 large public agencies in 
the EU that will need a DPO and will 
be too big to be covered by a DPO at 
a senior agency. 

The study assumes there will be 
some sharing among agencies – 
conservatively one data protection 

DATA PROTECTION

❯More than half of European 
companies do not know about 
the legislation planned to unify 

data protection laws. 

The iapp esTimaTes ThaT 11,790 
non-financial privaTe secTor 

enTerprises in The eu will need  
a dpo under The gdpr
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officer for every five agencies – for a total of about 4,000 DPOs 
required in the public sector.

The GDPR requirements are expected to result in a recruit-
ment drive for DPOs, but the competition is likely to be fierce in 
the light of the ongoing shortage of cyber security and privacy 
professionals, which is likely to spark a training drive for DPOs.

As many commentators are warn-
ing, organisations that have waited 
for the publication of the final text 
of the GDPR before taking action are 
likely to struggle for compliance by 
the time the rules are enforced, and 
finding a DPO could be one of the 
most challenging areas.

According to the European Data Protection Supervisor’s paper 
Professional standards for data protection officers, the most relevant 
certification for a DPO is “the one provided by the International 
Association of Privacy Professionals”.

However, Eric Lachaud, in his article entitled Should the 
DPO be certified? for Oxford University’s International Data 

Privacy Law journal, says the most 
appropriate certification for data 
protection officers is a combi-
nation of the IAPP’s Certified 
Information Privacy Professional 
credential for EU profession-
als and Certified Information  
Privacy Manager. n

DATA PROTECTION
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A fter the March terrorist attacks in Brussels and 
Zaventem, Belgium’s physical security has been 
labelled inadequate and in urgent need of improve-
ment. But what about cyber security and cyber 

threats? Is Belgium a “failed digital state”?
There is some good news for its cyber security: Belgium is one 

of the countries least affected by online banking trojans. 
And there is a very good reason for that, says Eddy Willems, 

security evangelist at Gdata Software. “Most Belgian banks use 
an advanced authentication system, which makes it more difficult 
for cyber criminals to obtain the required authentication details to 
get entrance to the victim’s bank account,” he says.

Willems adds that because there are easier targets in other 
countries, Belgium’s bank customers are generally left in peace. 
He lists the UK, France and the US among countries where banks 
generally use a less secure authentication process.

Rise in ransomware incidents
Not such good news for Belgium is that it and fellow Benelux 
countries the Netherlands and Luxembourg have seen a dra-
matic rise in the number of ransomware incidents. More were 
reported in February 2016 alone than in the last six months of 
2015, according to research by security supplier Trend Micro.

The number of ransomware incidents has increased worldwide, 
but – for a yet unknown reason – the Benelux countries have suf-
fered more than usual. Some 6% of the incidents reported world-
wide were located in the Benelux region, whereas before 2016, 
this figure hovered between 1% and 2%.

Cyber security takes 
higher profile in Belgium 

after terror attacks
Belgium’s physical security has been branded inadequate, so how does 

the country’s cyber security measure up? Stef Gyssels reports
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Benelux sees the same type of ransomware 
infections as the rest of the world, according 
to Trend Micro. It reports a switch from tradi-
tional ransomware, which blocks entrance to 
the PC altogether, to crypto-ransomware, which 
encrypts data to prevent the victims from using 
it and threatens to expose all data unless a lot of 
money is paid, usually in Bitcoins. This now makes 
up 98% of all ransomware.

Different scenarios
When it comes to protecting organisations in Belgium, there are 
two scenarios. Brussels is home to several important interna-
tional organisations, including Nato and the European parlia-
ment. These bodies are threatened continually and take appro-
priate measures to protect themselves.

But when it comes to private organisations in Belgium, 
it is a different story. Most invest cautiously in digital secu-
rity because they think they are less likely to fall victim to a  
large international attack than some of their neighbours. 

“In most cases, this is a correct 
assumption,” says Gdata’s Willems. 
“But sometimes our organisations 
become collateral damage in bigger 
international attacks.”

Large internet and telecoms 
service providers are still popu-
lar targets for international spying 

organisations, as was shown by the Belgacom (now 
Proximus) incident. This large phone operator fell 
victim to malware installed by the US National 
Security Agency (NSA) and the UK Government 
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ).

Nevertheless, Belgium’s relatively low cyber 
security threat has long been the main reason why 
the country’s government has been very conserv-

ative in its number of cyber security initiatives and investment 
in cyber security experts. Like many countries, Belgium has a 
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), but unlike nations 
such as the Netherlands, its investments in this have been shrink-
ing rather than growing in recent years.

High-tech crime units
The same trend has been seen with the country’s high-tech 
crime units and other government organisations and initiatives 
that are concerned with cyber crime.

The stakes might not be as high as in most neighbouring coun-
tries, but after the recent high-profile terrorist attacks, Belgium’s 

government can no longer afford to 
economise with its cyber security 
infrastructure and investments. 
The federal government officially 
launched the Belgian Centre for 
Cyber Security late last year by 
appointing security veteran Miguel 
De Bruycker as manager. 

CYBER SECURITY

❯Studies show many 
companies are still ill-equipped 
to deal with the growing number 

of cyber attacks targeting 
personal and IP data. 

“someTimes [belgian] 
organisaTions become collaTeral 

damage in inTernaTional aTTacks”
eddy WiLLems, Gdata softWare
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One of the organisation’s missions will be to further educate all 
individuals and organisations in the importance of cyber security. 
Another aim is to streamline and co-ordinate the various govern-
ment and/or private initiatives around cyber security. 

A further challenge for Belgium is to make sure all its local gov-
ernments know about each other’s organisations and initiatives, 
ensuring they do not interfere with a proactive and efficient 
approach to fighting cyber crime. “We will be the conductor of 

the cyber crime-fighting orchestra,” said De Bruycker at the time 
of his appointment. “There are too many players active in ena-
bling a safer and more reliable internet. A quartet can function 
without a conductor, but a larger orchestra definitely needs a 
conductor – such as our Centre for Cyber Security.”

But the country’s ambitions remain limited. “We aim to reach 
a level of security that is appropriate for the level of threat,” said 
De Bruycker. “An absolute level of safety is not realistic.” n

CYBER SECURITY

When digital meets physical 

This article was originally intended to include information gath-
ered at Infosecurity/Storage Expo, Belgium’s biggest security and 
storage event, which was due to take place on 23 and 24 March, 
but was cancelled because of the terrorist attacks the day before. 

Given the location of the event – at the Heysel expo area near 
the Atomium landmark – and the number of attendees expected, 
it is an understandable decision that does not necessarily relate 
to the event’s subject matter.

But the fact remains that Belgium’s biggest digital security 
event was postponed because of one of the country’s biggest 
physical security threats. This illustrates that physical and digital 
security can no longer be seen as separate worlds.

This feeling was strengthened by another news item from the 
same period. It was discovered that a senior manager of a  

nuclear power plant in the Belgian city of Mol had been  
spied on with a hidden camera for an undefined period by 
members of the terrorist group who were also involved with the 
Zaventem and Brussels attacks.

No one knows the real purpose of the secret filming, but a 
digital scenario – gathering information for obtaining passwords 
or for social engineering – is now as likely as a physical scenario, 
such as tiger kidnapping.

Without doubt, we can expect physical security operations 
to be more visible than ever at the postponed Infosecurity 
event when it finally takes place on 15 and 16 June. 

This will again highlight how closely connected the  
physical and digital worlds of security have become in 
recent years.
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